ACROSS
1. Elite military unit, with “The”
5. “Haystacks” painter
8. “Hungry like the Wolf” group
10. Popular women’s hairstyle
12. ___ and the Holograms
13. Sharp left or right
14. Have the throne
15. South American country
16. Allowed people to listen to music while on the move
17. Michael J. Fox role in Back to the Future
19. In ____ of
21. Breakfast item
23. Egg warmer
24. Class where one might play dodgeball

25.“Where’s the beef?” commercial was for this fast food joint
26. Popular style of jeans
28. TV show that popularized the T-shirt and brightly colored blazer combo
29. What E.T. wanted to do
30. Last name of Major League actor
31. Pitching stat
32. Not Kelvin

DOWN
1. Soft wool used in sweaters and blankets
2. What comes after a Dr.’s name
3. Heartthrob McCarthy
4. Site for listeners of books
5. Tom Selleck show
6. ___ and off
7. If you want to go back to the 80s, you’ll need one of these
9. Popular puzzle
11. __________ of the Lost Ark
12. His films include The Breakfast Club, Ferris Bueller’s Day Off and Pretty in Pink
13. These types of brightly colored bracelets and shoes were popular with girls
17. Channel that changed the face of the music industry
18. Flashdance popularized off-the-shoulder sweatshirts and these
20. Material girl
22. “Stranger Things” takes place in the 80s in this Indiana town
24. Medium
25. Nun’s wear
27. Ice sport
28. ___ and off
29. If you want to go back to the 80s, you’ll need one of these
30. Last name of Major League actor